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During yciur time in the EPF a person is required to do -numerous
aaftual labor duties vhile also mastering a tody of knowledge.
You graduate from the EPF when you have Successfully completed
examinations concerning the entire body of knowledge.
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young

sentences'to the REDEMPTION PROJECT FORCE, also known as the
REHABILITATION PROJECT FORCE (RPF). The purpose ?of the RPF was
to take people who were not following Scientology doctrine and
are therefore "Out Ethics" and bring then back to "In Ethics,"
through a series of activities including hard physical labor,
sleep deprivation and food deprivation.
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to overthrow the Government

it is standard doctrine for the COS

establish a new world order. j | H H H V V V f l H H H H H ^

will participate in any activity xopursueTnis goal,
rcould not state any specific illegal activities being
ited in to pursue this goal.

ans
ig"that all other
s are misused by people as
,e COS misrepresents that it is
which accepts all creeds,
m
'the COS only accepts their creed and that L.
. _y declared himself to be the "Messiah."
These statements can ben found in the training course known as
"Operating fhetan V$tl, also lenom as 0f Vtll.
con1
leaders,
crutches.

are trained to follow all orders. These people
are also trained to never incriminate the COS if they are caught
committing an illegal act. These people are trained to either
commit suicide if captured, or to state that they defected from
the COS and are committing criminal acts on their own. Third
Class Mission Trained SEA ORG members are trained to
"terminatedly handle** situations and people. "Terminatedly
handle" is defined in the Modern Management Technology Defined
book as follows: "When I say terminatedly handle, I mean
finishedly handle. n T h a j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ a t t s all, boy!
(HCL PL 4 May 68) • 4 | ^ H H H H H H B H H r u i i s definition meams
that a SEA ORG memberTs^aKewhatever action is necessary to
twmdle a situation. These actions would include actions to "end
the cycle" of enemies of the Church. Ending the cycle veans to
kill the people.
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irhen a mission trained SEA ORG
•ember receives a "mission order," it is written. A person
receiving the mission does not communicate that mission with
anyone. A person receiving the mission then goes to an area
where hit does a "clay demo** of the mission. A "clay demo" is an
attempt to manifest verbal orders into physical form through the
maniptiIation^^Ql|^^£^d^y^ftndard 8 technique used in
Scientology. ^ H H H H H H H H ^ 3. t * common knowledge that if
any person fails to accomplish a mission, they are automatically
assigned to the RPF.
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to SEA ORG members
are issued by the HUBBARD COMMUNICATIONS
OFFICE (HCO). When an individual is given a mission/ all records
concerning that individual are then pulled from the files and
taken to an unknown location. Therefore, if an individual is
arrested during the mission, $$& COS can deny that the person is
in any way involved with the

\

_
of six, UK6fcrfel*ft by
parents to sit in the hallway until someone comes by to
attempt to care for them. These kids are left in tattered
pajamas with little or nothing1 to eat. They are given inadequate
sanitary changing*, and are basically ignored. This conduct
results because L. RON HUBBARD taught that children are simply
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^•thetans*1 in small bodies, Thetans are fully operational beings.
fccarry their own weight in the COS.
ildren of the COS are not educated at
tate law mandates four hours of
ildren are often bussed to and from
the "ranch." This is a three-hour round trip. This three hours
contributes to the four-hour education tine. The remaining hour
is taken up with eating and craws*ae.^ Most children in the COS
are functionally illiterate!
_
when children live at the ranch for
actually just put -to physical It
the child reaches the age of six, he"is then p]
ORS" if his parents are SEA ORG members.

forced
complex

iople assigned to the RPF are
in the basement of the main COS

it is common Jcnowledge within the
SEA 0R6 that while you cannot order the death of a SEA ORG
•ember, you can order that member to participate in activity
which deprives them of food and sleep, and requires constant
exercise until that person dies. SEA ORG members believe that
their seniors hold this power over them. This HUBBARD directive
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